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bistro lighting

A Creative Approach to Event Lighting
Lighting should not be an afterthought, rather it is a key element in the
landscape of your event design, as it creates mood and ambiance unlike any
other decor. So invite us to add a light touch of sophistication to your event
and see what an incredible difference ambient lighting can make!
Lighting is the essence of emotion -without it, there can be a void, whereas
too much of it can be a distraction. Lighting has a power when the perfect
amount is present - when you walk into the room and lose your breath, as
the spotlight illuminates your first dance. The potential of lighting can be
realized when you allow us to help create these enchanted memories.
We would love to speak with you about your event and share with you how
we can transform your vision into reality for your special day!
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tree color wash

Call (607) 237-1440 to
start planning your
event today!

tent lighting options

This is one of the most common question we get asked. We’re happy to assist but before we do we wanted to
share the most common lighting layouts for tent lighting. The layout and density of the lights will determine the
number of lights and materials needed, which will help us provide a more accurate estimate for your lease.

-

Perimeter Lighting
The most basic lighting, great if you’re on a
budget but just want to add a little glow.

Parallel Lighting
The Parallel layout is convenient if your tent does
not have center poles or you would like to avoid
attaching lights to to the center poles.

Corner To Peak Lighting
For the next step up there’s our Corner to Peak
layout. Lights span the perimeter and shoot up to
the peaks only at the corners of the tent.

Radial Lighting
Similar to Corner to Peak layout, this layout focuses
on fanning out the lights from the center poles. This
layout provides a uniform glow throughout the tent.

Deluxe Tent Lighting
The Deluxe lighting layout is the most common
lighting plan. Lights cover the perimeter and shoot up
to the peak at almost equal distances around the tent.

Full Canopy Lighting
If you want to truly wow your guests and you have the
budget there’s no better layout than the Full Canopy
effect. Create a starry night sky with this effect!

envision the options
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